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Infrared touch technology as a response
detector in animal research

RICHARD PISACRETA
Ferris State College, Big Rapids, Michigan

and

MARK RILLING
Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan

The construction of a computerized research system is described. Stimuli are presented to a
pigeon on a color television monitor. Pecks at the television screen are detected by a network
of multiplexed infrared emitters and detectors; the coordinates of the peck are transmitted to
the host computer. Computer graphics allows the experimenter to simultaneously present a vari
ety of forms and colors as stimuli. The system accommodates innovative research methodology
in animal cognition, animal psychophysics, comparative psychology, and other research interests.
With modification, the system can be used with other species, including humans.

The use of experimental chambers for investigatingcog
nitive processes in animals has a long history in experi
mental psychology (Boakes, 1984). A renewed interest
in animal cognition has led many investigators to employ
the Skinner box. Unfortunately, the Skinner box was not
designed for research in animal cognition, and, since its
development, some technological advances have been
made. Inline projectors permit presentation of up to 12
different stimuli, and carousel projectors provide for rear
projection of colored slides on the response keys. How
ever, when pigeons serve as subjects, the circumference
of commercially available response keys typically limits
the size of the stimuli to less than 2.54 em. Although the
methods of programming experimental events and record
ing data have evolved from electromechanical circuits to
transistor and then to computer control, the experimen
tal chamber has remained essentially unchanged from the
version described by Ferster and Skinner (1957).

We propose that a state-of-the-art chamber for use with
animal subjects is obtained by replacing the response panel
of Ferster and Skinner's (1957) chamber with a video
monitor as the means of presenting stimuli to animal sub
jects. Computer-controlled graphics are commonly used
in research on visual cognition with human subjects (Free
man, 1986; Pinker, 1984). Blough's (1979, 1982) re
search on form recognition by pigeons and Neiworth and
Rilling's (1987) use of moving trajectories of rotating
stimuli to study imagery in the same animal, demonstrate
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that good stimulus control can be obtained using a TV
monitor.

Although Neiworth and Rilling (1987) obtained excel
lent stimulus control by mounting standard pecking keys
in front of the TV monitor, keys restrict the location of
the peck and block some portions of the pigeon's view
of the video monitor. Therefore, we developed a system
that employs an infrared "touch" technology to serve as
a response detector.

Clauson, Izatt, and Shimp (1985) and Blough (1982,
1986) successfully detected the location of a pigeon's beak
during a peck by measuring the interruption of an nfrared
emitter-detector circuit. However, the number of response
locations that could be detected was limited. However,
the best commercial systems employ a SMART FRAME
in which various operating and reporting modes can be
specified with software under the control of the ex
perimenter.

In this paper, we describe a research system that em
ploys a Carroll Touch SMART FRAME infrared sens
ing system 1 with ATARI computer products. The reader
can use another computer and infrared system if the sys
tem provides at least two RS-232C serial ports. However,
the software and initializing programs must be modified
if other systems are employed (see Campbell, 1984, and
Seyer, 1984, for a description of serial ports). As
described, the system is designed for use with pigeons;
however, it can be modified to accommodate other spe
cies (viz., crows, monkeys, apes, and human subjects).

THE SYSTEM

The top half of Figure 1 presents guidelines for the con
struction of the animal's environment. The dimensions
of the outer enclosure (the upper left side of the figure)
are designed to accommodate a 13-in. color television
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Figure 1. Recommended dimensions for constructing the outer enclosure and the response panel.
The front door (not shown) should he hinged to allow easy access to the subject and TV monitor. A
block diagram of the electronics is provided in the lower portion of the (IgUre.

monitor and to provide ample space for heat dissipation.
A ventilation fan is mounted on the pigeon's side (the right
compartment) of the chamber. The wall facing the ex
perimenter is hinged to provide easy access to the sub
ject, feeder, TV, and cables. This hinged door is equipped
with a peephole or one-way glass for the experimenter
to directly observe the subjects. The aluminum response
panel that the pigeon faces is depicted in the upper right
comer of Figure 1. This panel and the walls and ceiling
of the chamber should be painted flat white to reduce
reflections. The heights of both the feeder aperture and
the TV monitor are convenient for pigeons. The touch
SMART FRAME is mounted in front of the TV, and both
are recessed 1.25 em behind the 33 x25.4 em hole in the
response panel. Suggested locations for the houselight
(HL) and masking noise speaker (SP) are also provided.

Our system employs an AMDECK 500 color monitor
with a typical convex screen. In order to minimize paral
lax, the infrared-emitting diodes (ILEDs) in the SMART
FRAME are mounted in convex horizontal and vertical
arcs to conform as closely as possible with the curvature
of the monitor. The selection of a SMART FRAME must
be made in conjunction with the curvature of the monitor
selected by the experimenter. Upon request, the Carroll
Touch company will provide information on monitor and
SMART FRAME compatibility. If the monitor and
SMART FRAME are purchased separately and the ex
perimenter desires to place the SMART FRAME as
closely as possible in front of the monitor, it is necessary
to remove the original bezel, or plastic frame, from around
the monitor. Replacing the original bezel with the infrared

transparent bezel, within which the ILEDs are perma
nently mounted, provides a system with minimum paral
lax error.

The lower portion of Figure 1 provides a block diagram
of the system. The ATARI system consists of the ATARI
130XE computer, 1050 disc drive, 1025 printer, and the
Carroll Touch 13-in. SMART FRAME infrared sensing
unit. The RS-232C component is the ATARI 850 interface,
which features four independent serial RS-232C ports.
The system will work with an ATARI 800XL or 520ST
computer. The ATARI products were selected because
they are versatile, reliable, and economical. The computer
features 131K of RAM, 16 graphics modes, 256-color
capability, and four voice channels to provide sound. The
graphics modes range from 20x20 to 192x320 screen
locations, and eight different colors can be simultaneously
present on the TV screen. The computer also has two joy
stick ports that can be wired to 10 push-button switches.
The switches enable the researcher to introduce 10 differ
ent commands (e.g., cancel the session, print the data,
skip to the last 10 trials) while the program is being ex
ecuted. The computer, disc drive, printer, and RS-232C
unit can be obtained for under $1,000. The interface de
picted in the figure will be discussed later.

The SMART FRAME requires a separate power sup
ply that may be obtained from Carroll Touch or built by
the investigator. The SMART FRAME requires +5 V @
3 A, +12 V @ 0.2 A, and -12 V @ 0.2 A. The SMART
FRAME has an array of ILEDs and phototransistor de
tectors mounted on opposite sides of an optoframe in the
x and y axes. The 13-in. frame uses a matrix of 48 (x axis)
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Table 1
Sample Touch Reports

~ of Report Report Received (in HEX)

Coordinate: :====::::::=::===::::::::=== FE X Y FF

FE- start of report, X- the mean of all X beams blocked, Y- the
mean of all Y beams blocked, FF- end of report.

Scan: ::=====::::========:::::== FE Nx Xl. .xn Ny vi ,; Yn FF

FB- start of report, Nx- no. of X beams blocked, XI-Xn- their
coordinates, Ny- # of Y beams blocked, YI-Yn- their
coordinates, FF- end of report.

Non-Contiguous styli: ==:::::;::: FC T FF

FC- start of report, T-identifies as non-contiguous X-stylus,
Y-stylus, or both, FF- end of report.

No reports available: ====== F5 FF

F5- start of report, FF- end of report, no blocked beams.

The researcher can select via software from a variety of
operating modes:

Continuous mode reports coordinates as long as a stylus is in
the touch active area,

Enter point mode reports only the coordinates where the stylus
entered the touch active area,

Tracking mode reports coordinates only as long as the stylus is
moving,

Exit point mode reports coordinates only when the stylus has
left the touch active area.

Several self test reports are also available including: Failed
beam locations, ROM status, and diagnostics.

x 32 (y axis) detectors. The emitter/detector pairs are
sequentially scanned by a sequence of pulses that creates
an invisible lattice of infrared light beams within the
frame. The entire lattice is scanned 20 times per second.
The "touch active" zone is 27.5 x 19.3 em, with no dead
spots. Interrupting the beams with a stylus. a finger. or
a pigeon's beak obstructs the light beams from certain
ILEDs. Serially measuring the outputs of the phototran
sistors provides the x and y coordinates of the location
of the stylus, which serve as the response input to the com
puter. The minimum stylus size is 8.8 mm.

The SMART FRAME can be software programmed to
provide several different kinds of reports. Table 1 presents
examples of some of the reports available. The coordinate
reports range in x from 0 to 94 and in y from 0 to 62,
for a total matrix of 5.985 locations (95 x63). The
SMART FRAME is cabled to Port 1 of the RS-232C
ATARl 850 interface. For maximum hardware and soft
ware control, the RS-232C and SMART FRAME Data
Terminal Ready (DTR), Data Set Ready (DSR), Clear
to Send (CTS). and Request to Send (RTS) lines should

be used, as well as the Receive Data (RD), Transmit Data
(TD), and signal ground wires. Reports are transmitted
as 8-bit words with software choice 1 or 2 stop bits, and
odd or even parity. BAUD rate ranges from 300 to
19,200, also software programmable. Additionally, the
SMART FRAME has several self-test modes, and will
test its own ROMs, report locations of failed or weak
ILEDs and detectors, and report on the status of its com
munication with the computer. The ATARl130XE com
puter also has self-test modes that indicate failed ROMS,
faulty RAM locations, and faulty keyboard keys.

For research purposes, one of the advantages of infrared
scanning is that the view of the TV screen remains un
obstructed. With infrared scanning, it is not necessary to
actually touch the TV screen. Also, since the beams are
invisible, infrared systems do not distort the images on
the TV screen. Ambient light will not affect the system,
which will operate at temperatures between 0° C and
50°C.

With the hardware for the SMART FRAME in place,
the next step is software development to handle commu-
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Table 2
Initializing and Report Request Program

100 REM *** INITIALIZE TOUCH ***
110 OPEN #1,8,0,"R1:":XIO 36,#1,142,0,"R1:":REM 2

STOPS, 9600 BAUD NO PARITY
120 XIO 38,#l,32,0,"R1:":REM NO TRANSLATION
130 XIO 34,#1,243,0,"R1:":REM DTR ON
135 XIO 32,#1,0,0,"R1:"
140 FOR K= 1 TO 5
150 PUT #1,13:FOR T= 1 TO 30:NEXT T:NEXT K
160 STATUS #l,READY:Z= PEEK(747)
170 IF Z< 225 THEN 140
180 PUT #1,60:PUT #1,65:REM SEND RESET/HARDWARE

ENABLE CODES
190 PUT #1,35:PUT #1,37:REM COORDINATE AND ENTER

POINT MODE
200 CLOSE #l
201 REM ***CALL FOR REPORT***
205 LET ST=O:LET X=O:LET Y=O:LET Z=O
210 XIO 34,#1,240,0,"R1:":REM DTR ON
215 OPEN #1,8,0,"R1:":REM OPEN PORT 1
220 STATUS #l,READY:W= PEEK(747)
230 IF W> 225 THEN 300:REM TOUCH READY
235 REM ***REINITIALIZE TOUCH SYSTEM***
240 FOR Q= 1 TO 5:PUT #1,13:XIO 32,#1,0,0,"R1:"
260 FOR T= 1 TO 50:NEXT T:NEXT Q
270 PUT #1,60:PUT #1,65:PUT #1,35:PUT #1,37
280 STATUS #l,READY:W= PEEK(747)
290 IF W< 225 THEN 240
300 CLOSE #l
310 OPEN #1,13,0,"R1:":XIO 36,#1,142,0,"R1:"
320 XIO 40,#1,0,0,"R1:"
350 PUT #1,61:PUT #1,42:PUT #1,68:PUT #1,70:REM CLR

MEMORY/ENABLE SCAN/ENABLE REPORT/REQUEST REPORT
CODES

360 GET #l, ST
370 IF ST= 254 THEN 390:REM TRUE REPORT
380 CLOSE #l:GOTO 215:REM NO RESPONSE, LOOK AGAIN
390 GET #l,X:GET #l,Y:GET #l,Z:REM THE X & Y COORDINATES

OF THE REPORT.
410 PUT #1,67:PUT #1,43:REM SCAN OFF/DISABLE ON
420 CLOSE #1
430 IF X=O OR Y=O THEN 215:REM LOOK AGAIN
435 REM ***RESPONSE MADE***
440 IF X< 38 OR X> 52 THEN 215:REM DIDN'T PECK TARGET
450 IF Y< 29 OR Y> 41 THEN 215:REM DIDN'T PECK TARGET
460 XIO 34,#1,160,"R1:":REM DTR OFF
470 GOTO 2500:REM PECKED TARGET-GOTO REINFORCEMENT ROUTINE

nications between the host computer and the SMART
FRAME. Programs are necessary to (1) initialize the
SMART FRAME by commands from the host computer
at the beginning of a session, and (2) send reports of pecks
from the SMART FRAME to the host computer. Table 2
shows the initializing routine necessary to boot up the
SMART FRAME (lines 100-2(0) and the method for re
questing a report from the SMART FRAME. The
SMART FRAME is called by turning the DTR line on,
checking the CTS line, and then sending the appropriate
codes. Lines 220-300 verify that the SMART FRAME
is ready and reboot it if necessary. Lines 310-430 con
tinuously call for a report until a response is made. Lines
440-500 designate a response to the middle of the TV
monitor as the correct response. The lag time between
consecutive reports can be shortened by writing the pro
gram as a machine language routine and addressing it via

the USR function. For users with an ffiM PC or compati
ble computer, a well-documented programming example
in BASIC is available in Carroll Touch (1986).

Two TV monitors are used. The experimenter's moni
tor is always on. The video and audio signals to the bird's
monitor are wired through a relay. During experimental
sessions, the experimenter's monitor displays the same
stimuli that are presented to the bird and the computer's
audio signal is sent to the subject's monitor. Between ses
sions, the bird's monitor is off (i.e., a dark screen with
no audio). The experimenter's monitor can then be used
to display data entered by the keyboard, such as the date,
bird number, session number, and so forth. These visual
stimuli are not presented to the pigeon.

A second interface is necessary so that the computer
can control other experimental devices, such as the grain
feeder, houselight, cumulative recorders, and counters.
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Several commercial unitsare available for thatpurpose. 3

Wepresentan economical alternative thatcan operate 18
different 28-Vdevices (see Figure 2). A UART, or uni
versal asynchronous receiver-transmitter, is an integrated
circuit (IC) that is frequently employed for serial data
transmission between different devices. Our interface em
ploysthe AY51013 UART IC. The XMT(Transmit) and
DTR (Data Terminal Ready) lines from Port 2 of the
ATARI 850 interface control the UART via the 2N2222
NPNbuffering transistors, andinverters connected to pins
20 and 21, respectively. The 555 connected to the clock
pins 17 and 40 is wired as a multivibrator calibrated at
4800 Hz. This clock speed sets the BAUD rate at 300.
Pins4, 16, 23, and 34-39 are wiredto enablethe DART
to receive8-bitwords with two stopsand to transfer the
words to the eight parallel output lines 5-12. The two
ANDgateICs (SN7408) connected to these lines candrive
up to 10 loads.

Threetypes of 28-V loads are typical. Counters require
a 150-msec pulse to operate. Grain feeders are usually
operated for3 secandrequire 3 A of current. Houselights
mustremain onor offforminutes or hours. TheSN74154,
4-16 decoder IC, is used to address the different 28-V
devices. The schematic demonstrates our method of oper
ating the 28-V grain feeder. The computer programputs
the DTRline in the "high" stateand sends the XMTline
the HEX number 1 fromthe computer. After a short de
lay, theDTRlineis putbackin the "low" off state. These
eventsmakeLine DO presenta "high" to inputline a of
the SN74154. Lines Dl, D2, and D3 present a "low"
to inputs b, c, and d, respectively. When these signals

are stable, pin 18of the UARTenables the SN74154 IC
via its Gl connection. The SN74154 responds by mak
ing outputline 1 go low for a moment. This high to low
pulsetriggersa 555 IC wiredas a one-shot. Its capacitor
(C) and resistor (R) values were selected to enable the
IC to remainon for 3 sec. Theoutputof the555operates
an optoisolator (ECG3041), whichin tum provides 28 V
to operatea relay.Theheavy-duty relaycontacts are used
to operatethe grain feeder. Lowcurrent loads, less than
100 rnA, can operatedirectlyfromthe optoisolator. The
reader can also drive SN7490 decade counters and
SN7447 readout driver ICs directly from one of the
SN74154 outputs. This will enablethe computer to con
trol digital readouts.

Wiringdatalines04-D7 to a SN7475 latchIC enables
us to leave up to four devices constantly on. When the
computer transmits the HEX number 16, data lines Dl,
D2, and D4 go "high" whilethe other data lines remain
"low." Output line 6 of the SN74154 clocks the latch
IC. The "high" on inputdl appears at theoutputQl and
remains there until the latch IC is again addressed. The
Ql output drives a 171 DIP 7, an IC relay that in tum
operates thehouselight. Similarly, sending theHEXnum
ber 26 will tum off the houselight and tum on output Q2
instead. Thisoutputis usedto drivean optoisolator/relay
circuit that controlsthe video signal to the bird's TV. A
second set of contacts on this relay (not shown) switches
the computer's audio output from the experimenter's
monitor, which is connected to the normally closedrelay
contacts, to the subject's monitor (viathe normally open
contacts) when the relay is on. Transmitting the HEX
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Table 3
PartsList

Quantity Part No. Description

1 AY51013 UART
2'" SN555 Timer
2 SN7408 AND gate
2'" ECG3041 Optoisolator
1 SN7475 4-bit latch
2 SN7404 Hex inverter
1 SN74154 4-16 decoder
1'" 171 Dip 7 Solid-state-relay
2 2N2222 Transistors
8 LEOS
1 25K 1Q-turn pot

Note-These components can be obtained from JAMESCO ELEC
TRONICS, 1355ShorewayRd., Belmont,CA 94002. The resistorsare
all 1,4 W. Capacitorsare all rated at 20 V. "'The minimum numberneces
sary. More may be required depending on the number of devices that
the researcher wishes to control.

numbers 36 or 6 will leave both outputs on or off, respec
tively. Light-emittingdiodes (LEDs) are employed for the
purpose of providing the researcher with feedback. The
RTS, DTR, DSR, and CTS LEDs will all be on when
the computer and SMART FRAME are communicating;
the PARITY, FRAME, and OVER RUN LEDs alert the
investigator to any UART problem; and the DAV LED
flashes whenever a word has been successfully received.
(A parts list and supplier are presented in Table 3.)

The ICs are mounted in a steel box. The 28-V relays
are wired in a separate cabinet to prevent relay contact
arcing from disturbing the ICs. A well-filtered power sup
ply should be used and its ground line must be tied to one
of the ATARI 850 ground lines. Additional interfacing
circuits are described by Rony, Larsen, and Titus (1977).
For example, the D4-D7lines from the DART could be
connected to the a-d input lines of each of 15 SN74154
ICs. Their enable pins (Gl and G2) can be wired to
separate output lines of another SN74154 wired to data
lines 00-03. This scheme enables the researcher to con
trol about 225 different devices.

Table 4 shows the BASIC program used to address the
interface. Lines 500-520 establish the BAUD rate, par
ity, and number of stops. The command to the interface
is called as a subroutine. The subroutine is called after

x is made equal to thedecimalequivalentof the HEX num
ber the user wishes to send to the interface (line 530).

The SMART FRAME has an average life expectancy
of 96,000 h without component failure (e.g., IR LED
failure, ROM malfunction). The interface has been oper
ating for 2 years without failure.

THE EXPERIMENT

A number of researchers have investigated spatial
problem solving in nonhumans (e.g., Hanley & Levine,
1983; Levine, Jankovic, & Palij, 1982). We wanted to
see if pigeons could reliably solve simple straight maze
visual problems.

Method
Subjects. Seven White Carneaux pigeons, maintained

at 80% (±15 g) of free-feeding weights, were used.
Procedure and Results. After preliminary training,

four different maze problems were presented during daily
experimental sessions. Two are represented at the top of
Panel 1 of Figure 3. The horizontal maze in the upper
left corner of the panel was a 25.4xl1.43 cm white
bordered rectangle presented on a dark background. A
white goal was present at the right end of the maze. A
red- and a yellow-colored block were presented in the
center fo the maze. These 2.54 x 1.59 em blocks were lo
cated 20.32 em from the goal. A peck to the red block
moved both blocks 10.16 cm toward the goal. A peck to
the yellow block moved both blocks 10.16 em away from
the goal. Two correct pecks moved the blocks into the
goal. A third peck to the red block produced a reinforcer
and the next trial. Two pecks to the yellow block moved
the blocks to the left end of the maze. Five pecks to the
red block were necessary to move the blocks back toward
the goal. This problem was presented during 25% of the
session trials. During another 25% of the trials, the goal
was presented in the left end of the maze. During these
trials, pecks to the yellow square were correct.

Two vertical maze problems were presented during the
remainder of the trials. One of these is depicted at the
right side of Panel 1, Figure 3. A peck to the blue block
moved both blocks upward toward the goal. During 25 %
of the trials, the goal was presented at the bottom of the

Table 4
Initializing and Addressing the Interface Program

500 REM *** INITIALIZE UART ***
510 XIO 36,112,128,0,IR2:":XIO 38,#2,32,0,IR2:":REM 2

STOPS, 300 BAUD
520 XIO 34,112,192,0,IR2:":REM DTR OFF
530 LET X = l:GOSUB 5030

5030 OPEN 1I2,8,0,IR2:":REM OPEN PORT 2
5040 XIO 34,12,131,0,IR2:":REM DTR ON
5060 PUT 1I2,X:XIO 32,1I2,0,0,"R2:":FOR T=lT03:NEXT T
5080 XIO 34,112,192,0,"R2:":REM DTR OFF
5100 CLOSE 1I2:RETURN
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Figure 3. Data generated during the visual maze learning experiment. The filled circles represent the
percentageof reinforced trials on whichthe birds made no errors (groupdata). The range of performance
is also noted. UnfiUed circles represent the percentageof correct responsesproduced during the session.
Panel 1 showsthe last 10sessions of preliminarytraining. Twoof the four mazesemployed are represented
in the top of the panel. During the other trials, the goal was presented in the oppositeend of the mazes.
ThecolorblockswereR(ed),Y(eUow), B(lue), and G(reen).Arrowsindicatethe directionthe blocksmoved
if theywerepecked. Thetop of Panel4 indicates that novel colorblocks wereintroduced. TheywerePu(rpIe),
T(urquoise), Pi(nk), and Go(ld).

maze. Pecks to the green block moved both blocks down
into the goal. The birds were trained during 40 daily ses
sions. Each session ended after 36 reinforcers were
produced (the four mazes presented nine times each).

Panel I of Figure 3 presents data generated during the
last 10 sessions of training. The filled circles (group data)
represent the percentage of the reinforced trials that pro
duced no errors. That is, the first peck to a block was
correct, and the bird continued to shuttle across the re
sponse panel pecking this block until it was in the goal.
A minimum of three correct pecks per trial was required.
Chance performance (the dotted line) was 12.5 %. The
range in performance was primarily due to some birds'
reliably performing better or poorer than the average
birds.

The unfilled circles represent the ratio of correct
responses to total responses emitted during a session (i.e.,
the percentage of correct responses). About 75% of the
birds' pecks were correct. This measure also indicates that
when the birds made an error, they quickly switched to
the other (correct) block.

Did the color of the blocks or their positions control
responding? That is, did the birds learn to associate a red
block, or the upper block, with movement to the right?
During one session, presented in Panel 2 of Figure 3, the
positions of the blocks in the mazes were reversed. The

accuracy levels of the birds dropped to chance, and less
than half of their responses were to the correct blocks.
One of the birds made 182 errors within the first three
trials and stopped responding.

During the three sessions presented in Panel 3 of Fig
ure 3, the original training conditions were reinstated.
Each bird recovered its original performance level. Fi
nally, we changed the colors of the blocks but left their
direction of movement unchanged. Panel 4 indicates that
the red and yellow blocks were replaced with purple and
turquoise blocks, respectively. Pink and gold blocks
replaced the green and blue blocks. Panel 4 shows that
the overall accuracy performance of the birds was main
tained under these conditions. The data suggest that the
birds had learned to associate particular block locations
and not colors with direction of movement.

CONCLUSION

The use of computer-controlled graphics systems
achieves one of our goals of narrowing the gap between
the technology used with human and animal subjects, by
providing animal researchers with versatile equipment.
The cost of a computer-controlled video monitor with a
SMART FRAME (about $2,000) is within the budget of
most laboratories and is comparable to the cost of a tradi-
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tional experimental chamber equipped with keys and a
slide projector. The increase in response locations and the
potential of computer graphics fully justify the potential
of this equipment as a research tool. The touch system
can beemployed with any computer system equippedwith
a RS-232C port and a standard video monitor. The sys
tem can be modified for use with other species (e.g.,
crows, monkeys, and apes). If the TV monitor and
SMART FRAME are turned 90°, both human and non
human subjects can be tested under comparable condi
tions. By presenting the same stimuli to different species,
variations in apparatus can be greatly reduced as a possi
ble source of differences in performance among species.
This system can be used with developmentally disabled,
brain damaged, or other populations of people who are
unable to use a conventional keyboard. Much of the re
search with normal human subjects and computers re
quires that the subjects divide their attention between the
video screen and the keyboard on which they enter re
sponses. The system will keep the subject's undivided at
tention on the monitor. Additionally, touch technology
is engineered as a modular technology, so a touch sys
tem can be retained as improved computer graphics or
monitors with higher resolution are added to upgrade the
system. Therefore, the system can be a useful tool for
experimental and applied psychologists engaged in a wide
variety of research pursuits.
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